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Hire An Assistant.. 
Or Be One

by Stephanie Holvick RN



Objectives Today

○ Why we need an assistant 
○ Types of assistants 
○ Duties of an assistant 
○ Finding the right assistant 
○ Training your assistant 
○ Paying your assistant



What if?



Is This You?



Look Familiar?





What Is A Personal Assistant

○A personal assistant, or PA also referred to as 
personal aide or personal secretary, is a job title 
describing a person who assists a specific 
person with their daily business or personal tasks



What Is A Virtual Assistant?

○A virtual assistant or VA is generally self-
employed and provides professional 
administrative, technical, or creative assistance 
to clients remotely from a home office.



Why Not a PAVA!
○A PAVA is a terrific combination of the 

personal assistant and the virtual assistant 
for your aesthetic practice.  
○Your PAVA may be utilized an hour in the 

office and an hour at home to start. 
○Your PAVA can do everything you can 

accept client care.



Where Do I Find My PAVA?

•Friends or family 
•Clients 
•Facebook community 
•Local paper ad



A Must Have!



Example Page Manual  PA
○Open office 
○Adjust temp 
○Turn on wax and bed 
○Dust all flat surfaces 
○Arrange refreshment bar 
○Prepare treatment room for 1st client 
○Prepare follow up treatment goodie bags 
○Make sure all stations are in order 
○Finalize confirmations for the day 
○Reschedule if necessary 
○Fold laundry....the list can go on



Example Page Manual  VA
○FB.. birthdays, add friends, invite to like 
page 
○Post pics, specials 
○ Instagram  
○Craigslist...yes I said Craigslist 
○Manage email account... 
○  Welcome letters to new clients 
○  Unsubscribe annoying emails 
○Manage constant contact  
○  Grow your email list



PAVA Tasks Are A Breeze With Pics!



Forward Your Phone To Your PAVA



A PAVA Can Manage Photos



What To Pay A PAVA...  

An hourly rate: 12.00 
Plus Commission 
•Aquiring new client 
•Product sales 
•Reschedule saves 

Let your PAVA keep track of all 
hours and commision

Just an example...





THANK YOU
Stephanie Holvick RN 

stephanie@rnfaces.com 
www.rnfaces.com 

719.859.0707


